The CMM Group provides custom-designed air pollution control systems, industrial wastewater treatment systems, industrial ovens and dryers, and aftermarket services to a wide variety of industries. Our mission is to support our customers with end-to-end lifetime support of their equipment.

Our strengths show our commitment to our customers:

- Customer Responsive
- Broad Process Knowledge
- Attention to Detail
- Quality Name-Brand Components
- Custom Design and Fabrication
- Strong Project Management
- Complete Turnkey Installation Services
- On-time Completion of Projects
- Parts and Service Support for any OEM Brand
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Our custom engineered systems exceed all clean air regulations by destroying up to 99%+ of the air pollutants present in manufacturing exhaust air streams. We manage projects ranging from small installations utilizing a standard designed unit to complex, multi-technology custom-designed solutions. Sizes range from 1,000 scfm units to 500,000+ scfm of manufacturing exhaust air streams.

Whether you have a new or existing operation that needs to control air emissions or are interested in upgrading an older system to today’s standards, our energy efficient air pollution control systems can improve profitability by significantly reducing operating costs.

Industrial Wastewater Treatment

Through our partnership with Condorchem Envitech, The CMM Group offers solutions for the treatment of wastewater emissions for a variety of industrial processes. We design and install treatment plants with the aim of achieving the best possible results, both environmental and economic, for our clients in applications such as:

• Brine treatment
• Oily water treatment
• Washing water treatment
• Treatment of other liquid waste

We promote 100% sustainable processes and the reduced usage of liquid resources in industrial processes. We are committed to zero discharge systems whenever they are feasible for our customers for water recycling, effluent treatment and resource recovery.

Air Emissions Treatment

Process Equipment

Custom designed ovens and dryers from CMM are available for your specific curing, baking or drying applications and can handle substrates from thin film to heavy gauge materials, slow to fast speeds, and low to high temperatures. With a range of proven air supply nozzle configurations you can rely on CMM to provide stable airflow management. All designs are available in single or multislices with a variety of product support and/or center options depending upon your specific application.

Our Proven Designs Include:

• Custom-Designed Ovens & Dryers
• Gas-Fired IR Systems
• Convecitized and Batch Curing & Baking Ovens
• Matt Support Dryers
• Specialty Conveyor Machinery

Ancillary Equipment From The CMM Group Includes:

• Desiccant Dryers
• Dust & Vapor Collection Hoods
• Filter Bases
• Detonation Flame Arrestors
• Data Acquisition Packages
• HVAC/Make-Up Air Systems

Aftermarket Services

We are committed to supporting our customers from pre-project planning through their equipment’s post-installation lifetime with our extensive aftermarket services capabilities regardless of original equipment manufacturer.

With changing process requirements, software and technology advances, facility expansions and production level changes, your aging equipment may experience reduced efficiency, increased energy usage, reduced destruction efficiency in the case of pollution control equipment and reduced performance levels with your process equipment.

Our experienced technicians can inspect and recommend a custom-engineered solution that will help to improve equipment performance, reduce energy costs, improve equipment efficiency, help to stay in compliance, increase productivity and reduce the risk of equipment downtime.
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We are committed to supporting our customers from pre-project planning through their equipment’s post-installation lifetime with our extensive aftermarket services capabilities regardless of original equipment manufacturer.

Our experienced technicians can inspect and recommend a custom-engineered solution that will help to improve equipment performance, reduce energy costs, improve equipment efficiency, help to stay in compliance, increase productivity and reduce the risk of equipment downtime.
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